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Abstract
Flexible transparent electrodes (FTEs) are key elements in flexible photoelectronics. The durability of
FTEs is determined by two effects caused by deformations: the damage effect, and the recovery
effect. The damage effect, that under how much strain and how many cycles an FTE can be
destroyed, has been investigated in a few existing works. However, people did not perform any
systematic studies on the recovery effect of FTEs and has not yet realized its importance. Herein, we
demonstrate that metallic nanowires may recover with strain cycling. Pre-damaged Au nanomesh
FTEs can recover under cyclic strains due to the spontaneous cold-welding of fractured nanowires by
natural relaxing, or cyclic compressing, or cyclic stretching (with a strain up to 70%), or random
deformations within modest strain ranges. Under small tensile strains (o10%), recovery still happens
after thousands of cycles. The microscopic observations show that the two-dimensional mesh
selectively heals at the fractured points. The stretch-induced cold-welding lies in two aspects: the
superplasticity of Au nanowires, and the suitable adhesion between Au and the underlying
elastomeric substrate. Our findings indicate that the pre-damaged FTEs can largely restore its
original state during its practical applications, which means that the Au nanomesh FTEs are very
durable, a much desired feature in the flexible photoelectronic industry.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Introduction

Flexible transparent electrodes (FTEs) have been gaining
increasing importance due to their potential applications in
014.05.011

743 8227.
en).
flexible solar cells, foldable photoelectronics, and muscle-like
transducers [1–6]. In the last decade, a lot of FTEs including
carbon nanotube films [2,7,8], graphene sheets [8–10], metal
nanowire meshes or films were developed to achieve electrical
conductivity and optical transmittance comparable to or even
better than that of tin doped indium oxide films [3,11–18].
Metal nanowire networks or films are usually made of solution-
processed, randomly oriented metal (Ag, Au, and Cu) nanowires
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[3,11–18], yielding high transmittance but also high roughness
and large wire-to-wire junction resistance. Annealing could
effectively reduce the junction resistance but also cause
oxidation problem to Ag and Cu nanowires [16–18]. Very
recently, fully interconnected metal networks including nano-
trough networks [19], crack-templated metal networks [20],
and Au nanomeshes made by grain boundary lithography (GBL)
have been fabricated and shown good electrical conductivity
due to the lack of junction resistance, and good transparency
[21]. The Au nanomeshes made by GBL also present advantages
of low roughness and ultra-large stretchability, allowing for a
modest change of resistance even if stretched to 160% [21],
perhaps the best result reported in transparent metal con-
ductors. In addition, this Au nanomesh structure has quite small
mesh sizes and behaves quite like a continuous film so that
small scale devices can be patterned on the film with good
electrical connection.

The recovery of electrical conductance of pre-damaged FTEs
is truly important as it is related to the durability and stability,
which can largely determine the lifetime of a flexible electronic
device in practical applications. Although some existing studies
have investigated the dependence of resistance on strain
[9,19–21], and a few of them have briefly tested the behavior
of cycling bends and stretches showing that large deformation
causes damage [9,21], it is still not realized that deformations
including stretching may also cause recovery. In this work, we
focus on the recovery of GBL-fabricated Au nanomesh FTEs
which are initially damaged by stretching to a large strain. Our
experimental results show that the spontaneous cold-welding of
fractured Au nanowires contributes dominantly to the recovery.
Nanowires can weld together with a head-to-head, head-to-
side, or side-by-side geometry. Two actions may restore the
conductance of an initially stretched Au nanomesh: natural
relax, and applying modest deformations. Specifically, cyclic
compressing exhibits the best recovery effect. Cyclic stretch-
ing, although being expected to cause only damage, is also
found to exhibit efficient recovery by stretching to a large
strain of 70% within a few cycles, or a small strain of 10% for at
least thousands of cycles. The stretch-induced cold-welding
stems from two aspects: superplasticity of Au nanowires, and
the suitable adhesion between Au and underlying elastomeric
substrate, which allow for local compression that can accel-
erate recovery. This work indicates that the Au nanomesh FTEs
may restore the original conductance with modest deformations
and hence have good durability in actual applications including
flexible photovoltaics and flexible electronics.

Materials and methods

Fabrication

The Au nanomeshes were fabricated by grain boundary
lithography [21]. The Au nanomeshes were then transferred
onto water by wedging and the floating meshes were finally
transferred to a PDMS substrate for electrical and mechan-
ical tests [21].

Test

Stretching and compressing experiments for the depen-
dence of resistance (or R/R0) on strain (or number of strain
cycles) were performed with a home-made machine driven
by an electrical motor with a minimum step of 20 μm at a
speed of 1 mm/s. The SEM images were taken with a LEO
1525 scanning electron microscope. TEM and HRTEM images
were taken by using a JOEL 2100F microscope.
Results and discussion

The Au nanomeshes exhibit high transparency, good elec-
trical conductivity and large stretchability. The average
transmittances in the range of 400–1000 nm is �82% and
�65% for Au nanomeshes with fine (line width W=60 nm)
and coarse (W=110 nm) nanowires at a mesh size (M) of
�1 μm, and the corresponding sheet resistances are 21 and
12 Ω/□, respectively. One can clearly see from the inset in
Figure 1a that the Au nanomesh is very transparent. Upon
stretching, the Au nanomeshes show an increase of resis-
tance [21]. The stretched Au nanomesh can restore close to
the original states by releasing. Figure 1a shows that for a
Au nanomesh stretched to 50%, R/R0 increases (where R and
R0 are the resistances after and before stretching, respec-
tively). As soon as the Au nanomesh is naturally relaxed, a
recovery process occurs and R/R0 drops with the increase of
relaxing time, with a relationship close to R=R1+R2 lg(t),
where R1, R2 can be experimentally measured, and t is the
relaxing time (t40.1 min). The logarithmic relationship
between R and relaxing time t, however, indicates that
natural relax is only efficient for electrical recovery in a
short period of time right after releasing but becomes quite
slow after relaxing for a long time. The recovery is related
to the microscopic change of the Au nanomeshes. We can
see from the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in
Figure 1b–d that the Au nanomeshes rupture upon stretching
but reconnect after releasing for a long time.

Compression can effectively accelerate the recovery. From
Figure 1e, we could see that resistance decreases quite
slowly for a pre-stretched Au nanomesh after 102 min of
natural relax. However, the subsequent cyclic compression at
a 4% strain leads to a much faster decrease of R/R0 from 1.77
to 1.35 within 100 cycles or 16 min (Figure 1e and f). Similar
to natural relax, cyclic compression becomes not so efficient
after tens of cycles.

The recovery of conductance is related to the re-touching
and cold-welding of the fractured Au nanowires. Cold-
welding of Au nanowires happens when two nanowires are
mechanically in contact, and is potentially useful for nano-
connection. Lu et al. have demonstrated that head-to-head
or side-by-side contacted ultrathin single crystalline Au
nanowires (5–10 nm) could be welded together in just
seconds with neither external pressure nor heating, while
the welding for head-to-head geometry is faster than the
side-by-side geometry [22]. In our case, although the Au
nanowires are polycrystalline and the widths of the Au
nanowires are much larger, cold-welding still happens. By
stretching, large engineering tensile strains applied to Au
nanomeshes could lead to elongation, necking, and finally
fracture of the Au nanowires. The necking and fracturing
are demonstrated in the SEM image, shown in Figure 2a,
from which we can see that almost all fractured ends have
undergone necking, and these ends are close to each other
(indicated by the solid circles in Figure 2a). Most pairs of



Figure 1 Spontaneous recovery and compression-induced recovery. (a) Recovery of electrical conductance by natural relax, for
which the resistance decreases logarithmically with increasing relaxing time. The inset shows an optical image of a very transparent
Au nanomesh (the yellow rectangle, �2.5 cm long). (b)–(d) SEM images of As transferred, stretched (at 80% tensile strain), and fully
released Au nanomeshes, correspondingly. The released Au nanomesh is quite similar to the non-stretched nanomesh. (e) Cyclic
compression at 4% strain leads to a fast decrease of R/R0 for an initially stretched (to 80%) and relaxed sample. (f) R/R0 as a function
of compressive-strain cycles.
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fractured ends are right along the stretching direction;
however, some pairs are mislocated because of the lateral
slipping of fractured nanowires, indicated by the curved
arrows or short arrows in Figure 2a, c, and d. There are also
some seriously necked but not yet fractured wires (indi-
cated by the thin dotted circles in Figure 2a). Most pairs of
fractured ends will re-contact when the sample is fully
released; therefore we can see from Figure 1b and d that
the morphology does not significantly change after the Au
nanomesh is stretched and released. It is worth noting that
the necking process causes elongation of the nanowires,
generating internal compressive stresses when the sample is
released (Figure 2d). Such compression stresses are helpful
for the cold-welding. In addition, the small size of the sharp
tips (o20 nm) benefits the cold-welding [22,23].

There are three geometries for the cold-welding of two
contacting ends or nanowires: head-to-head, side-by-side,
and head-to-side. All the three ways of cold-welding have
been observed in our SEM observations. The dotted circles in
Figure 2b indicate firmly cold-welded fractures with a head-
to-head manner under large internal compressive stresses.
Typically, the compressive-stress-assisted head-to-head join-
ing is fast and efficient [22]. Some pairs of fractured ends are
also welded even without large internal compressive stress
(indicated by the dotted circles in Figure 2c); however, these
joinings are not strong and do not fully contribute to
recovery. There are also some weakly joined fractures which
weld with a side-by-side geometry (actually a mixture of
head-to-head and side-by-side manner), indicated by the
dotted rectangles in Figure 2c. Such a side-by-side geometry
is seldom seen when the nanowires are coarse (e.g., 110 nm
wide wires in Figure 2c), but popular for fine nanowires. For
example, in Figure 2e and f, we show that fractured ends
with 60 nm width can weld from the side with different
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Figure 2 Fracture and cold-welding. (a) Necking and fracturing of an Au nanomesh (line width W=110 nm) at a strain of 80%. The
solid circles indicate fractured wires while the dotted circles indicate necked but not yet fractured wires. (b) and (c) Upon releasing,
cold-welding happens in three manners: head-to-head (dotted circles), side-by-side (dotted rectangles in c), and head-to-side (inset
of c). (d) For a stretched sample, nanowires on the top right corner (the green part) are under internal compression as a result of
Poisson's effect, while nanowires in the other area slip from the original areas (colored with purple) to relax stresses. (e)–(g) Side-by-
side (dotted rectangles) and head-to-side (double-headed arrows of dash) welds in a Au nanomesh with fine wires (W=60 nm). Inset
in (f) shows two fractured tips welded in a side-by-side manner with an intersection angle close to 901, and inset in (g) indicates that
a fractured end welds on an adjacent crotch.
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intersected angles of 201, 451, and �901. Two undamaged
nanowires approaching from the side can also weld together.
Due to Poisson's effect, stretching leads to compressive
stresses in the perpendicular direction (Figure 2d), causing
slipping of some nanowires and offering opportunities for
some nanowires to weld with the side-by-side geometry. The
slipping may also result in head-to-side welding as shown in
the inset in Figure 2c (110 nm Au nanowires), and Figure 2g
(60 nm Au nanowires). The side-by-side and head-to-side
welding manners might be the dominant way of recovery
where large cracks are formed under ultra-large strains [21],
for which the fractured ends on the relatively slippery
substrate typically do not return to the original position upon
releasing. In this case, there are also some dangling fractures
without contributing to the recovery of electrical conductiv-
ity, and that is why even after long time recovery the
resistance is still higher than the original value.

Besides the plastic-deformation-induced internal com-
pression, external compression also benefits the recovery
of an Au nanomesh in at least three aspects. First, external
compression makes some very close but yet not touched
ends (as marked by the solid squares in Figure 2b and c)
touch with each other. Second, compressive stress can
further heal the weakly welded joining like the ones
indicated by the dotted rectangles in Figure 2c. Finally,
some nanowires are loosely touched with a side-by-side
manner, and cyclic compressions cause friction which is
helpful for cold-welding of these nanowires. These explain
that cyclic compression accelerates the recovery.

To visualize welds at a structural level, we carry out
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study on the neck-
ing and cold-welding. Figure 3a shows a TEM image
of a Au nanomesh with necked ends as well as all the
three geometries of cold-welding. Figure 3b is a high
resolution TEM (HRTEM) image. This image shows disloca-
tions, twins and stacking faults (SFs). The high density
angstrom scale twins give rise to dislocation nucleation as
well as near-ideal theoretical strength of the Au nanowires



Figure 3 TEM observations of cold-welding. (a) TEM image of a Au nanomesh, showing necked and fractured ends, and three
geometries of cold-welding. (b) HRTEM image of a neck. (c) TEM image of a head-to-side welding geometry. Inset is a corresponding
SEM image. (d) Corresponding HRTEM of the welded point. (e) TEM image of a head-to-head welding geometry. Inset is a
corresponding SEM image. (f) Corresponding HRTEM of the welded point in (e). (g) TEM image of a side-to-side welding geometry,
showing two nanowires joined from the side. (h) and (i) HRTEM image of the welded nanowires in (g), showing the inner boundary
and a crotch, respectively. Different colors indicate different nanowires or fractured ends before welding.
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[24]. These lattice defects have also been observed in
tensile-strained single crystalline Au nanowires which facil-
itate the re-orientation of the lattice, resulting in the
super-plasticity of Au nanowires [25,26]. Figure 3c and d
shows TEM and HRTEM images of head-to-side welding.
The ‘head’ is firmly welded on another nanowire, but the
HRTEM image shows that there is no epitaxial bonding
between the two wires. The head-to-head (Figure 3e and
f) and side-by-side (Figure 3g–i) geometries also have a
similar bonding at the structural level. We can see that
although the head-to-head welding occurs under large
compressive strain, it is not strong because the joint is thin
(as a result of necking). By contrast, the side-by-side and
head-to-side welds are often stronger because the joining
boundaries are much longer.
The recovery caused by external compression is
expected. Here we show that cyclic stretching, which is
expected to cause only damage, can also lead to the
recovery of pre-damaged Au nanomesh FTEs. Figure 4a
and b shows that a Au nanomesh FTE (which has an mesh
size (M) to line width (W) ratio of M/W=18, and was initially
stretched to 160% and released [21]) could recover under
stretching cycling with a strain up to 70% while damage at a
larger tensile strain of 80%. We call the number of cycles (N)
where R/R0 (here R0 of the vertical axes is the resistance
before applying cyclic strains) achieves its minimum “cri-
tical number”, Nc. For example, in Figure 4a, for cyclic
stretching with 70% strain, Nc is �20, at which R/R0 is
smaller than that of the first stretching. R/R0 goes up when
N becomes larger than Nc, indicating that the damage effect



Figure 4 Recovery effect of Au nanomeshes under cyclic stretchings, compressions, and random strains. (a)–(d) R/R0 as a function
of stretching or compressing cycles for Au nanomeshes with ratios of M/W of 18 (panels (a) and (b)) and 8 (panels (c) and (d)) under
strained and released states. (e) Change of R/R0 under random strains ranging from �20% to +50% (the sample was pre-strained to
160% and fully relaxed), demonstrating that the Au nanomesh is recovered. (f) Response of R/R0 to strain. Panel (f) is cut out from
(e) with a smaller time range (800–1200 s, and strain changes every 10 s) indicated by the dashed rectangle.
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overrides the recovery effect when N4Nc. Typically, smaller
strains lead to faster recovery and larger Nc. For example,
in Figure 4a, Nc are 1, 20, 100, 200, 2000, and 410,000 for
strains of 80%, 70%, 50%, 30%, 10%, and 5%, respectively. We
can see that after 10,000 cycles of stretching, R/R0 still
keeps on decreasing with strain cycling of 5% strain. Note
that in released state Nc is not at the same position with the
Nc under stretching state (Figure 4b).

In contrast to cyclic stretching, cyclic compression has a
better recovery effect. For example, in Figure 4a and b,
R/R0 goes to less than 1 for the first cycle at the strain of –
5% or –10%, and becomes smaller with the increase of
cycles, finally to o0.9 after hundreds of cycles. Note that
the compressive strains indicated in Figure 4 are nominal
values as compression causes bending of the Au nanomesh/
PDMS structure, and the actual compressive strains in the
samples are smaller than the nominal values.

The recovery effect differs for samples with different
feature sizes. For the sample with a smaller M/W of 8
(Figure 4c and d), there is a recovery effect similar with the
sample of M/W=18, but the critical recovery strain is
smaller (�40%). This is because samples with a smaller
M/W can have a more serious damage when stretched [21].

The relatively poor adhesion between PDMS and Au and
the superplasticity [26] of the Au ligaments play key roles
for the recovery. First, the relatively poor adhesion allows
some Au ligaments to slip to release the local stresses (see
the analysis in the Appendix part and Figure S of
Supplementary information). Such displacements also lead
to the uneven distribution of the local stresses. Second,
plastic deformation leads to elongation of the Au ligaments,
and thereby generates compressive stresses in the Au
nanomesh (this can be concluded from Figure S). Such
compressive stresses are not evenly distributed due to the
displacement of the Au ligaments. For example, in
Figure 2b, some welded joinings are delaminated due to
large local compressive stresses, while there are also some
fractured ends under stretching such that they cannot
return to the original locations. Cyclic stretching at small
strains can redistribute the local residual stresses in the Au
nanomesh to make the stresses even, and some fractured
ends therefore move closer and weld together. However,
cyclic stretching at large strains will cause serious damage
that overrides the recovery, and that is why smaller tensile
strains lead to better recovery effect.

Clearly adhesion is a key factor to stretchability, cyclability,
and recoverability. After repeated cycles, the adhesion of the
Au nanomesh to the substrate depends on the original adhesion.
Compared to solution-processed Ag nanowire networks in which
a considerable part of Ag nanowires is dangling, the Au
nanomesh in our studies has almost all nanowires adherent on
the substrate, even after thousands of stretches. Therefore, we
did not see any delamination or stripping after strain cycling.

From the analysis above, both cyclic compression and
stretch can lead to recovery. However, in practical applica-
tions, the Au nanomesh FTE is more likely to be applied with
random strains, and therefore we investigate the recovery
behavior under random strains, which include tensile and
compressive strains, and relaxed states (ε=0). Figure 4e
shows that for a fully relaxed sample, R/R0 (for the sample
with M/W of 18) decreases when random strains ranging
from –20% to 50% are applied. We change strain every 10 s
(with 30% of the strain of ε=0), and after about 70 min of
applying random strains, R/R0 decreases from the range of
(1.00, 1.23) to (0.81, 0.95) (in the range between the two
purple dash lines) within the strain range from –20% to 50%.
Figure 4f is cut out from Figure 4e; it shows the response of
R/R0 onto strain. We can see that R/R0 has a waveform
similar to the strains; however, the baseline for R/R0 is
decreasing, indicating a recovery effect. The result implies
that the Au nanomesh will recover in practical applications
where random strains are actually applied.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the pre-damaged Au nanomeshes can be
restored close to the original state by natural slow recovery
or accelerated fast recovery via applying cyclic compressing,
or cyclic stretching, or random deformations. It is the re-
touching and cold-welding of the fractured Au nanowires that
contributes to the recovery of conductance. The Au nanowires
weld with at least three geometries: head-to-head, side-by-
side, and head-to-side geometries. The recovery effect with
cyclic stretching is related to the relatively slippery surface of
the underlying substrate, and the superplasticity of the Au
nanowires. Plastic deformation of the Au nanowires generates
internal compressive stresses in the nanomesh that benefits
cold-welding. Cyclic deformations within modest strains redis-
tribute the local compressive stresses and thus the fractured
nanowires weld together. The Au nanomesh recovers by
cyclically stretching to 70% strain within a few cycles, or
10% strain within at least thousands of cycles. Finer wires are
easy to weld and therefore nanomeshes with smaller width
recover better. The results indicate that electrical conduc-
tance of pre-damaged Au nanomesh FTEs can be restored
close to the original state by engineering deformations, and
this allows for good durability of the Au nanomesh FTEs for
flexible solar cells and photoelectronics.
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